JERSEY LOGO USAGE

FRONT LEFT CHEST POSITION

LIGHT JERSEYS

DARK JERSEYS

LEFT/RIGHT SLEEVE POSITION

LIGHT JERSEYS

DARK JERSEYS

BACK POSITION

LIGHT JERSEYS

DARK JERSEYS
USAGE EXAMPLES

FRONT LEFT CHEST POSITION

CORRECT
Logo is the PlayVS Orange (#Ff6300), on the front left.

INCORRECT
Logo is a custom color, and on the right side.

LEFT/RIGHT SLEEVE POSITION

CORRECT
Logo is the PlayVS Orange (#Ff6300), on left/right sleeve aligned with the cuff.

INCORRECT
Logo is not aligned with the cuff and is unproportionally large.

BACK POSITION

CORRECT
Logo is the PlayVS Orange (#Ff6300), centered on the top back of the jersey.

INCORRECT
The PlayVS logo has been altered and resized.